
Graffiti part 2



Toggle off the graphic layers 
you just created and add a new 
layer



In new layer use the text 
tool and create a text box 
and type in your words.

Next select the the letters 
(like in word) and chose a 
font  try the brush script 
font 



Using the 
selection tool 
and make type 
larger

Next use the 
eyedropper 
tool and 
choose a color 
from your 
graphic 



1st click in the 
selection tool

2nd click to select the 
words

Then Type> create 
outlines



Using the 
Direct 
selection tool

Click in the 
middle of a 
letter and click 
and drag them 
to slightly 
overlap them.  



Arrange all the 
letters so it looks 
like they are 
connected.



Use the 
selection tool 
and select all 
the of the 
words

Then in your 
appearance 
window click 
on the FX 
button on the 
bottom 

stylize> drop 
shadow



Choose a 
complimentary 
color (according 
to your graphic)

For your drop 
shadow



Change the 
mode to 
multiply

Change the 
x offset

Press OK 



Lock the text 
layer and create 
a new layer 
bellow



Using the pen tool, 
create a bubble 
shape around your 
contours of your 
letters



Toggle back on and 
arrange your letters 
on your graphics



Next find a city wall that is 
in perspective



Copy and paste it into a 
new file (letter sized ) in 
photoshop



Image > adj> black and white
Make a good black 
and white image

Next 

Enhance the contrast



Add lighting Effect> render > lighting



Unlock the layers and select all and edit copy



Back in photoshop edit paste



edit> perspective warp



Drag a box around the graphic



Click the warp button
Drag the 
corners of 
the box to 
place the 
graphic in 
perspective 
on the wall

Then press 
enter



Change the 
layer mode to 
hard light and 
lower the 
opacity



Enhance the 
image


